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Partitions of pairs of elements of a set into classes are considered. The maximal 
sizes of sets which admit partitions of the pairs into classes satisfying the condi- 
tions of Ramsey are considered and several inequalities are obtained which 
relate these maximal sizes for various Ramsey condttions. The principal result 
concerns the partitions into two classes and the upper bound 
R(N+l,N+l)< C*p 
is obtained. 
The bound R(N + 1, N + 1) < (“,“> obtained in [I] has been improved 
[4] by a multiplicative constant but little else has been discovered about 
these numbers or the partitions related to them. Our object here is to 
use the result of [2] for R(3, N + 1) to get an improved bound on 
R(n, + 1, N + 1) for 3 < n, < N. 
A secondary purpose here is to illuminate some methods of [2] which 
seem quite productive in answering questions of this type. These methods 
are used in Section 2, where we investigate several inequalities for Ramsey 
numbers. Section 3 is an application of the inequalities to a special case; 
linear programming is used to solve a maximization problem. 
Section 4, which contains the upper bound on R(n, + 1, N + l), is an 
evaluation of the maximum found in Section 3 based on an extrapolation 
of the bounds for R(3, N) found in [2]. 
* This work was supported by National Science Foundation grant GP7631. 
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1, DEFINITIONS 
We consider Ramsey’s Theorem [3] as it pertains to partitions of pairs 
of elements of a finite set into disjoint classes denoted by &I , &s ,..., ~32, . 
DEFINITION 1. A partition of the pairs of elements of a finite set S 
will be called an (nI , n2 ,..., n,) partition if ni is larger than the largest 
number of elements of S all of whose pairs are in the class s;9, for 
i = 1, 2 ,..., c. 
DEFINITION 2. R(n, , n2 ,..., n,) is the greatest integer such that an 
oh , n2 ,***, nJ partition exists on a set of R(nl , n2 ,..., 12~) elements. 
(According to Ramsey’s Theorem such a finite integer exists.) 
DEFINITION 3. If a set H C S is specified, then for each e ES the j 
support of e in H is the set of elements of H whose pairs with e are in the 
class dJ . 
DEFINITION 4. An i element of j support with respect to H is an element 
whose j support in His an i subset of H. 
2. BASIC INEQUALITIES 
We consider now an (nI , n2 ,..., n,) partition of the pairs of elements 
of a set S. Without loss of generality we consider a subset H C S all of 
whose pairs of elements are in the class &j and for which 1 H 1 = nj - 1. 
With respect to this set H, the elements of S - H are partitioned into 
classes according to their j support in H. We will let pi denote the number 
of i elements of j support with respect to H. Thus we have that 
IQ-1 
ISI = c Pi. 
i=o 
(1) 
Our purpose here will be to give bounds for certain linear combinations 
of the pi . 
F~OPOSITION 1. Let pi, i = 0, l,... be the number of i points of j 
support with respect to H. Then 
vz~~~+l py (k _ ni ; 1 + .) G R(n, ,..., n+l , k + 1, ni+l ,..., nJ (“j k ‘) 
1 
(2) 
forallkanj-i- 1. 
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Proof. Let S admit an (n, , n2 ,..., n,) partition P and let H C S, 
1 H 1 = nj - 1, such that all pairs of elements of H are in the class 4 . 
For each Kc H, / K I = k, we consider all elements whose j support 
in H is an nj - i set or larger and whose support contains H - K; call 
this set S(K). The partition P when restricted to the elements of S - H 
forms a (n, , n2 ,..., njel, k + 1, n,+l ,..., n,) partition of the pairs of ele- 
ments of S(K); otherwise when P is restricted to the elements of H - K 
those elements, together with S(K), would contain a set of nj or more 
elements all of whose pairs are in the restriction of the class A$ to the 
subset (H - K) u S(K). 
Thus, if one considers all k-subsets of H and observes that each v 
element will be counted (k--n9~l+V) times and that on each k-subset there 
can be at most R(n, ,..., njpl , k + 1, nj+l ,..., n,) elements, the bound (2) 
results. 
PROPOSITION 2. With the numbers py as in Proposition 1, the following 
inequality is satisfied 
nj-1 
J-, cv - h - l - Q) tnj - “1 _k) py I 
<k(nlk’)R(n, ,..., n,-l,k,nj+l ,..., n,) 
for all k. 
Proof. Proceeding as in Proposition 1, we now will count the number 
of pairs of elements in class 4 for which one element of the pair is an 
element of H. 
Specifically, for any subset Kc H, 1 K I = k there are at most 
R(n, ,..., njvl , k, nj+l ,..., n,) elements of S - H whose j support contains 
H - K and whose pairs with a fixed element of K are in the class &zZj .
Each v element of S - H ofj support in H will have pairs in the class dj 
with v - (nj - 1 - k) elements of H. 
Combining the two facts above, we see that each KC H, / K / = k 
will allow at most kR(n, ,..., nj-1 , k, nj+l ,..., n,) such pairs. 
The inequality (3) then results from the consideration of all k-subsets 
of H to obtain the term on the right-hand side and from adding up the 
number of such pairs for each v element ofj support in H to obtain the 
left-hand side. The proposition is thus proved. 
In the special case of a partition into two classes we can obtain another 
inequality analogous to (3) but for which the right-hand side differs. 
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PROPOSITION 3. For a partition of a set S into two classes to obtain 
an (n, , nJ partition we have 
It,-1 
v=n~,-l (” - ’ - ‘) iv - (n, ” 1 - k)) ” 
< kR(n, - 1, k + 1) (“2 ; 1). (4) 
Proof. To see the truth of (4), we again consider an (nz - 1)-subset 
H C 5’ for which all pairs of elements of H are in zZ’~ . Then for each v 
element of S - H with 2 support in H for which that support contains 
a set H - K for some k-subset KC H there are at most n2 - 1 - v 
elements of K whose pairs with that Y element are in class J& . But for 
each element of K there can be at most R(n, - 1, k + 1) such elements 
of S - H whose support contains H - K. Thus if we now impose this 
restriction for all k subsets of H the inequality (4) is obtained as stated. 
3. APPLICATIONS OF THE INEQUALITIES TO R(n, , N),n, < N 
In our application we assume without loss of generality the existence 
of a set S(n&, for each nl , which admits an (n, + 1, N + 1) partition of 
the pairs of its elements and which contains an N set H(n,) all of whose 
pairs are in the second class. We will denote the number of i elements of 1 
support in H(q) by pi (please note that this number in Section 2 was 
denoted by p+-(). pa is simply the number of elements of S - H which 
have i pairs with elements of H in the first partition class. 
With this change in our notation the inequality (4) is 
and for K = N becomes simply 
f Vpv < Wn, , N + 1). 
V=l 
(5) 
(6) 
The pair of inequalities (5J and (6) in the variables p,, ,pl ,...,pN will 
next be used to find max CVqOpV subject to the constraints imposed by 
those inequalities and pV 2 0 for V = 0, 1, 2 ,..., N. 
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We will now formulate the dual to this linear programming problem. 
The dual problem is to find the minimum of 
subject to the conditions that the variables A’, , X2 satisfy the inequalities 
ix, + i 
N-i ( 1 f77i x2211, for i = I,..., N, x, z 0, x, >, 0. 
(7) 
We will need a known bound for R(nl , K + 1) and for that purpose 
we appeal to the result of [l] and note that 
( 
KSn,-1 
n, - 1 1 
is an upper bound for all nI , K. Using that bound in (5) we achieve the 
sharpest bound on pV when 
K = integer 
( 
%V - 1) 
1 n,--V ’ 
and this will be less than N if 
(8) 
We now define v to be the largest integer satisfying (9). 
THEOREM 1. Let I be the least integer greater than 2m/(N - m + 1) 
for m < N, v as defined above and p, , px+l ,..., pN satisfying the inequalities 
(5) and (6), then 
N 
max Cpc < 
mRh, m + 1) (f) W - v) 
i=I 4~ + l)W - m> (,” 1 :) 
+ [(v + 1)W - m> - (N - dl NRh , N + 1) 
V(V + 1)W - m> (10) 
Proof. We establish (10) by observing that, if pi = 0, i # v, v + 1, 
solving (5) and (6) as equations in py and pV+l yields the value given on the 
right-hand side of (10). Thus the max &pt is at least as large as asserted. 
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Now in the dual problem with 
& = (v + 1w - 4 - (N - 4 and X2 = 
N-v 
v(v + l)(N - m) 
v(v + l)W - m) (; 1 :) 
we find 
is the same value as above and the minimum for the dual problem is at 
most this value if XI , X2 satisfy the conditions (7). Thus we demonstrate 
that we have a solution by showing that XI , X2 are feasible for the dual 
problem. 
Let N, v, m be fixed and for each i = I,..., N let the left-hand side of (7) 
be denoted by ai . Then 
N - i 
ai - ai+l = ( 1 (N - v)(i - (i + l)(m - i)/(N - i)) m-i 
v(v + l)(N - 4 (z 1 z) 
-(v+l)(N--)-W--v) 
v(v + 1)W - m) 
and 
(ai - 2ai+l + ai+d = 
(N-4(,“:;) 
4~ + l)W - m> (,” 1 z) 
[i(N - m) - 2m]. 
This last expression is non-negative provided 
i > 2ml(N - m). 
Hence for i = I, I + l,..., N, the first differences ai - ai+, are non- 
increasing in i, that is, ai - a(+, >, a,+l - ai+ , but it is immediate to 
check that a, - avfl = 0 and that a, = a,,, = 1. Therefore, ai 9 1 for 
all i >, 2m/(N - m) and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Theorem 1 will now be extended for some special cases. The values 
of m chosen in the corollary arose by trial and error in obtaining asymp- 
totic results for Section 4 below. 
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COROLLARY. For N sufficiently large: 
(a) fnl < [N/log N]l12, m = N/2, then 
N 
max 1 pi < +I 9 N/2 + 1) 
i=l 
dv + '> (NN-2yj 
+ 2 Kv + NN2) - W- - 41 RcnI , N + 1j + n N. 
v(v + 1) l (iOf) 
(b) ifN > , nl 3 [N/log N]l12, N - m = (N log log N)/(v + l), then 
N 
max 1 pi < 
m ,” (N-v) 
i 1 
Wh , m + 1) 
i=l vN N-v 
( 1 m 
log log N 
+ [Nh log N - N + 4 
v log log N 
R(n 
13 
N + 1> 
Proof. To verify (a) note that (10) holds when I > 2 and Proposition 1 
bounds p1 by n,N so (a) is established. For (b) note that, as m and n, are 
chosen, Theorem 1 applies with I = 2v/log log N. Again we use Proposi- 
tion 1 to assert that 
after substituting 
( N’2nf “‘) 3 R(n, + 1, N/2 + 1). 
Dividing by the smallest among the coefficients of the terms on the left- 
hand side produces (10”). 
4. ASYMPTOTIC BOUNDS FOR R(nl + 1, N + 1) 
We seek to establish bounds of the form 
R(nl, N + 1) <fh , N> (N; “’ ; ‘). 
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Toward this end we apply Corollary 1 to Theorem 1 and use the bound 
obtained when f(3, N) = A log log N/log N, (see [2, p. 1541). This will 
lead us to consider the ratio 
in order to bound R(n, + 1, N + 1) using the bounds obtained for 
R(nl , N + 1) and R(nr , K + 1). 
Expanding the terms in (11) and considering also the last term of (10’) 
in ratio to (“zr1) h w  en n, < (N/log N)1/2 and K = N/2 we obtain the 
bound 
nl 
N + nl i 
1 + Cl% - 3 N 1 
where C, does not depend on N and n, . 
To show (12) we expand (11) obtaining 
K + n, - l)(...)(K + 1) N(N - l)(...)(N - v + 1) 
N?n, (N+n,- l)(***)(N+ 1) * K(K- I)(***)(K--v+ 1) ( 1 ’ 
which is bounded by 
nl 
( 
N-K Ti1-1 
___ l- 
N + n, N+n,-1 1 ( 
1+ KN--K )“. 
-v+1 
A further estimate produces the bound 
n, 
( 
1 + c 0 - KM1 + 4 
N+ n, ’ (K - v)(N + n3 1 ’ 
where C, can be chosen to incorporate the last term of (10’) as well since 
it is bounded by N2 for all values of n, , 
For values of nl >, (N/log N)lj2 we will let 
N - K = (N log log N)/(v + 1) (13) 
and will show that the ratio (11) plus the ratio of the last term of (10”) to 
(N+nl) is bounded by *1 
-& (1 + C&g log N)2/N), 
1 
where C, does not depend on N nor on n, . 
58WI31I-5 
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Verification of (14) requires that we write (11) as 
'11 
N-K 
---n 
K i.i K+j 
N + ~1 j=l K + nl + .i * K - v + .i 
For the chosen values of n, and K this product is less than 
nl 
i 
v(K + nl) - n,K N-K 
Nf nl ’ ’ (K + n,)(K - v) 1 * 
Using the fact that v < n,N/(N + n, - 1) we see that another bound is 
nl 
N+ n, ( ‘+ Wf 
n12(N - K) 
nl - l)(K + nd(K - 4 1 
N-K 
< 
3&i* + 
Cn12(N - fQ2 
(N + n, - l)(K + n,)(K - v) 1 ’ 
nl and v have a bounded ratio so that after substituting for N - K the 
bound becomes 
& (1 + C’(log log N)2/N). 
Finally to obtain (14) we must also check the ratio 
which is best done using Stirling’s formula to estimate the factorials. 
LEMMA 1. Let 
Nk,L+ 1) Gfh, L)( 
L+n,-1 
! n,-1 ’ 
where fh , N/Wh , N) < 1 -I- C,/log N and n, < (N/log N)llZ, then 
NH, + 1, N + 1) <fh , N) (” rf, “l)(l + ,A). 
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Proof: Using K = N/2 and the bound of (13), Theorem 1 asserts 
Nn,+ l,Ni- 1) 
x I( G lfIogN I+ I( q, (N - v) + (v + l)N - 2(iv - P)[ 
where C, is independent of n, and N. 
LEMMA 2. Let 
for N - K = N log log N/(v + l), n, > (N/log N,)llz and v as given in 
Section 3, then 
Proof. From Theorem 1 and the bound (14) with n, >, dN/(log iV)W 
and N - K = Nlog log N/(v + 1) we have 
Nnl + I,N+ 1) 
=G fob 9 w (N If, “‘) 
Nn, 
+ Nf-% 
[N log log N - (N - v)] 
VN Iog log N I ’ 
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Replacing the factor Nn,/(v + l)(N + n,) by 1 and collecting terms 
this expression simplifies to 
x 1-I-$+ 1 
(v + 1 - log log N)(N - V) c, log log N ( 
v2N log N log log N ! 
<M9(NIfin1)(l +&)(I ++j. 
We now use Lemmas 1 and 2 to prove 
THEOREM 2. R(n, + 1, N + 1) < C* yJJ(N+J, 
where C* is independent of N and rzl < N. 
ProoJ: From Lemmas 1 and 2 we see that the bound 
R(3, N + 1) < .‘g’;“(“1”, 
obtained in [2, p. 1541 can be extrapolated using Theorem 1 to give us 
R(n, + 1, N + 1) <An,, N)! “Lf,“‘)(l + &i# + 4-I 
for some C’ independent of N and n, provided we can show that 
f(n, , K)lf(n, , N) satisfies the hypothesis of the lemmas for each IZ~ . 
If we take 
f(39 N) = 
A log log N 
log N 
and for n, > 3 write 
f(nl , N) = A log log N 
log N (L + -+,“’ fi (L + J&)’ 
then the ratio 
fh 3 NWh , N) 
( log 2 “I ’ ’ + log(N/2) i=4 ’ + UN 
log 2 
I( l 
jlog2 
log(W) -jlogN+ C’ 1 
( 
log 2 “I 
m 
C’ log 2 
’ ’ ’ log(N/2) +a ’ + j log N log(N/2) 1 
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and with n, < 1/N this product is bounded by 
i 
1 
’ + log(N/2) )i 
Clog2 
2 log N/2 + 1); 
hence if (c* log 2)/2 + 1 < c* this bound can be iterated and we will 
perpetutate the bound 1 + c*/(log N) for the ratio. Note that c* is 
independent of n, and N for n, < d/N. 
This gives us 
Wn, + 1, N + 1) B yf$gN(l +f,“‘(N;nl) $1 +J&) 
for all nl < 2/Nl(log N)lj2. 
Similarly, from Lemma 2 we see that 
fh9K) G i1 + fh s N) 
c' 1% N/K ) 1% N/K) ( 1 + 
log K log N 
when 
K=N( 
vf 1 -1oglogN 
v+i-----’ ) 
Furthermore this is a decreasing ratio with increasing values of n1 and 
so there is a constant C* which does not depend on nl nor N so that 
W, + 1, N + 1) < A ‘22 N (1 + -$-r’(” + “‘) fi (1 + $&) 
nl j=l 
for all n, f N. 
Since 
is uniformly bounded in N for all n1 < N the conclusion of the theorem 
follows with 
c* = A SLlP fi (l+]&). 
34 
CONJECTURE. In [2, Section 31 a rather sharp bound was obtained for 
the number of pairs that an element must share in class 1 with elements 
of a maximal set all of whose pairs are in class 2 but only in the case 
nl = 3. Comparison with the results of Section 3 of this paper indicates 
that the order of magnitude of R(q , N) for n1 = 4,5,..., N is much 
smaller than is indicated by any work to date. One should be able to 
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extend the sharper bounds of [2] for larger values of a1 to obtain asymp- 
totic bounds of smaller order of magnitude than we have obtained here; 
however, I have not been able to do so. 
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